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Abstract— Collections of Upper Triassic (Norian) conchostracans from the upper Cumnock and lower Sanford 
formations (North Carolina), Bull Run Formation (Virginia), Gettysburg Formation (Pennsylvania), Passaic 
Formation (New Jersey), Blomidon Formation (Nova Scotia), and Redonda Formation (New Mexico) have 
significantly expanded our knowledge of the Norian conchostracan faunas in these units. These collections show 
that the temporal and spatial distribution of Norian conchostracans in North America is more complex and more 
environmentally controlled than previously thought. The new collections require a revision and simplification of 
the published conchostracan zonation for this interval. The revised zonation, based almost entirely on evolution 
within the lineage of the conchostracan genus Shipingia, consists of five zones: the Shipingia weemsi-Euestheria 
buravasi zone (Lacian), the Shipingia mcdonaldi zone (lower Alaunian), the Shipingia hebaozhaiensis zone 
(upper Alaunian), the Shipingia olseni zone (lower and middle Sevatian), and the Shipingia gerbachmanni zone 
(upper Sevatian). A new species of Norian conchostracan, Wannerestheria kozuri, is described from the Groveton 
Member of the Bull Run Formation (Virginia). Two new members (Plum Run and Fairfield members) are named 
in the Gettysburg Formation (Gettysburg Basin, Maryland and Pennsylvania). The distribution of upper Carnian 
and Norian strata in the Fundy, Newark, Gettysburg, and Culpeper basins indicates that there was a significant, 
previously undetected tectonic reorganization within these basins that occurred around the Carnian-Norian 
boundary. The presence of an upper Norian-lower Rhaetian unconformity within the Newark Supergroup is 
reaffirmed. A re-evaluation of the conchostracan record from the Redonda Formation of the Chinle Group in 
New Mexico indicates that the four conchostracan-bearing lacustrine beds in this unit are part of only a single, 
consistently recognizable conchostracan zone, which we here designate as the Shipingia gerbachmanni zone. 

INTRODUCTION
Kozur and Weems (2005, 2007, 2010, 2011) documented a 

number of genera and species of conchostracans from Triassic strata in 
North America and used them to establish a preliminary conchostracan 
zonation for the Triassic of the northern hemisphere based on 
collections then available. In the case of the Norian stage of the Triassic, 
the broad framework of this zonation is correct, but reconsideration 
of some old collections from the upper Cumnock and lower Sanford 
formations (North Carolina) and new collections from the Bull Run 
Formation (Virginia), Gettysburg Formation (Pennsylvania), Passaic 
Formation (New Jersey), Blomidon Formation (Nova Scotia), and 
Redonda Formation (New Mexico) (Figs. 1-2) show that some parts 
of this zonation, as presently defined, no longer accurately reflect 
the complexion of faunas found in some of these newer collections. 
With the addition of a new species of Wannerestheria described here, 
there are now a total of 15 species of conchostracans recognized in 
Norian strata in North America (Figs. 3-4). When the new locality 
and biostratigraphic data discussed below are incorporated into the 
Norian conchostracan zonation scheme, it is clear that the published 
conchostracan zonation must be amended and simplified. Most of the 
changes result from an extension of the stratigraphic and/or geographic 
ranges of some of the allegedly important biostratigraphic species, 
but in the case of the Redonda Formation the published stratigraphic 
succession is in error. With occurrences and ranges corrected and 
amended, the resulting zonation is less detailed than that proposed 
initially but far more robust.

MATERIAL
Many of the specimens discussed here are in previously 

documented collections discussed in Kozur and Weems (2005, 2007, 
2010, 2011). Additional material, summarized in Tables 1 and 2, has 
been accessioned into the collections of the Department of Paleobiology 
in the United States National Museum (USNM) and the New Mexico 
Museum of Natural History and Science (NMMNH). The faunas from 
these new localities and a summary of the stratigraphic horizon of each 
is summarized as follows: 

1. Wilkinson no. 1 well – A monospecific conchostracan fauna, 
found by Paul Olsen (Lamont-Doherty), was recovered at a depth of 
6359.5 ft from core taken in the upper part of the Port Royal Formation 
(Taylorsville Basin, Virginia). This fauna was mentioned in Kozur 
and Weems (2010) and assigned to the upper Carnian (Tuvalian). 

FIGURE 1. Map of eastern North America showing the distribution of 
the basins that constitute the Newark Supergroup. Basins discussed in 
this paper are shown in black, others are shown in dark gray.

The material at that time was not precisely identified nor placed in 
a museum collection, but Dr. Olsen graciously has permitted the 
material to be accessioned into the collections of the Department of 
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FIGURE 2. Map of southwestern United States showing the localities 
discussed in this article. 1, Potter Canyon area, Arizona; 2, Petrified 
Forest area, Arizona; 3, Chama Basin region including Ghost Ranch, 
New Mexico; and 4, Tucumcari region including Wallace Ranch, New 
Mexico.

FIGURE 3. Smaller conchostracan species found in the Norian part of the Upper Triassic in North America. There is one exception, Wannerestheria 
pennsylvanica, which is known only from the upper Tuvalian (upper Carnian). It is shown here for comparison with W. kozuri, a new species 
described in this paper. Appendix 2 provides a key for identifying these species and those in FIGURE 4. Scale bars = 1 mm.

Paleobiology, United States National Museum. The fauna consists 
of numerous specimens of Howellisaura(?) princetonensis, which is 
known elsewhere from the lower Lockatong Formation of New Jersey. 
Correlation of the Port Royal Formation with the Tuvalian Lockatong 
Formation implies that the Leedstown Formation, which overlies the 
Port Royal Formation, belongs to the lower Norian (Lacian).

2. Riverside Drive – This locality (NMMNH L-9296), in the 
uppermost Cumnock Formation of the Sanford Basin (North Carolina), 
was mentioned in Kozur and Weems (2010, p. 346) and assigned to 
the lower Norian (Lacian). Specimens of Euestheria buravasi from this 
locality (Fig. 5A) show that the uppermost portion of the Cumnock is 
Lacian and thus laterally correlative with the lake beds exposed at the 
Triangle Brick Quarry in the Durham Basin north of the Sanford Basin.

3. Locality 1.3 of Gore (1989) – This locality, in the lower Sanford 
Formation of the Sanford Basin (North Carolina), was mentioned in 
Kozur and Weems (2010, p. 346) and assigned to the lower Norian 
(Lacian). Specimens of Shipingia found at this locality were assigned 
at that time to S. mcdonaldi, but restudy of this material (NMMNH 
L-9297) indicates that these specimens are S. weemsi (Fig. 5B), which 
was named at a later date (Kozur at al., 2013). Euestheria buravasi is 
also present at this locality.

4. Groveton lake bed 7 – This locality is in the seventh from 
bottom lake bed deposit near the base of the Groveton Member of the 
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FIGURE 4. Larger conchostracan species found in the Norian part of the Upper Triassic in North America. Table 3 provides a key for identifying 
these species and those in Figure 3. Scale bars = 1 mm.
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(Kozur and Weems, 2010), so its presence at this level is not surprising.

8. Arcola #2 – The conchostracan fauna from this locality 
(NMMNH L-9293) is from a lake bed high in the Groveton Member 
of the Bull Run Formation northwest of Arcola, Culpeper Basin, 
Virginia. It is located well above the lowest occurrence of Shipingia 
olseni and thus can be assigned to the lower or middle part of the upper 
Norian (Sevatian). Two species occur at this site; Shipingia olseni and 
Wannerestheria kozuri (Fig. 7, Appendix 1), described below.

9. Pumping Station Road – This locality (NMMNH L-9302) is in 
the Plum Run Member of the Gettyburg Formation, in a lake bed about 
100 m below the Heidlersburg Sandstone Member of the Gettysburg 
Formation, Gettysburg Basin, Pennsylvania. It contains a monospecific 
fauna of Redondestheria grovetonensis (Fig. 8A-B). This locality lies 
about 300 m below the type locality of Shipingia mcdonaldi, which is 
restricted to the lower middle Norian (lower Alaunian). This occurrence 
indicates that Redondestheria grovetonensis ranges much lower than 
previously documented.

10. York Springs – This locality (NMMNH L-9301) is located along 
the northeast side of the ramp leading north from Pennsylvania Route 
94 onto U.S. Highway 15 north. It lies near the top of the Heidlersburg 
Sandstone Member of the Gettysburg Formation. The fauna consists 
mostly of Gregoriusella sp. and lesser numbers of Shipingia olseni 
(Fig. 5D). The latter species places the upper Heidlersburg Sandstone 
Member in the lower upper Norian (lower Sevatian) S. olseni zone.

11. Warford Creek – This locality was reported in Kozur and 
Weems (2010). The collection was not accessioned in a museum at that 
time, but it is now in the New Mexico Museum of Natural History and 
Science (NMMNH L-9303). It is the lowest confirmed occurrence of 
Shipingia weemsi in the Newark Basin and the lowest horizon that can 
be strongly linked to the Norian stage.

12. Old quarry between Graters Member and Member I – A 
monospecific fauna of Gregoriusella sp. (USNM 608268), too poorly 
preserved to be assigned to species, was recovered by Paul Olsen 
(Lamont-Doherty) from a red lacustrine lens at an old quarry site in 
the lower Passaic Formation of the Newark Basin (New Jersey). The 
concentration of specimens within such a small area suggests that this 
accumulation may be within a degraded fish(?) coprolite (Fig. 8E).

13. Member LM – The fauna from this locality (USNM 608269), 
also discovered by Paul Olsen (Lamont-Doherty), is from a gray lake 
bed in the lower part of the LM member of the Passaic Formation, 
Newark Basin, New Jersey. It consists of specimens of Shipingia 
weemsi and Euestheria winterpockensis; the former species places this 

TABLE 1. Locality data for Newark Supergroup conchostracan specimens discussed in this paper. 

Unit (Basin) Locality Name Museum # Latitude Longitude Age

Port Royal (Taylorsville) Wilkinson no. 1 well core USNM collection 38.241 N 77.013 W Tuvalian
Cumnock (Deep River) Riverside Drive NMMNH L-9296 35.455 N 79.385 W Lacian
Sanford (Deep River) Locality 1.3 of Gore (1989) NMMNH L-9297 35.507 N 79.297 W Lacian
Groveton (Culpeper) Lake Bed 7 NMMNH L-9298 38.798 N 77.497 W Alaunian
Groveton (Culpeper) Lake Bed 9 NMMNH L-9299 38.797 N 77.509 W Alaunian
Groveton (Culpeper) Carriage Ford #2 NMMNH L-9294 38.642 N 77.593 W Alaunian
Groveton (Culpeper) Between lake beds 31 and 32 NMMNH L-9300 38.835 N 77.523 W Alaunian
Groveton (Culpeper) Arcola #2 NMMNH L-9293 38.964 N 77.541 W Sevatian
Gettysburg (Gettysburg) Pumping Station Road NMMNH L-9302 39.786 N 77.296 W Alaunian
Gettysburg (Gettysburg) York Springs NMMNH L-9301 40.002 N 77.104 W Alaunian
Passaic (Newark) Warford Creek NMMNH L-9303 40.469N 75.061 W Lacian
Passaic (Newark) Between Graters and Member I USNM 608268 40.582 N 75.102 W Lacian
Passaic (Newark) Member LM USNM 608269 40.571 N 75.104 W Lacian
Passaic (Newark) Locality M-3 of Cornet (1977) NMMNH L-9295 40.580 N 75.104 W Lacian
Blomidon (Fundy) 1800‘ south of Steward Mtn. Rd. NMMNH L-9304 45.210 N 64.372 W Alaunian
Blomidon (Fundy) 500‘ north of Steward Mtn. Rd. NMMNH L-9305 45.215 N 64.364 W Alaunian
Blomidon (Fundy) Middle Blomidon USNM 608270 45.222 N 64.361 W Alaunian
Bigoudine (Argana) Morocco USNM 608271 30.785 N 09.119 W Sevatian

Bull Run Formation, Culpeper Basin, Virginia. No lake bed lower than 
this one has yielded any remains of conchostracans. The recovered 
assemblage (NMMNH L-9298) includes only specimens of Shipingia 
mcdonaldi (Fig. 5E-F), which places this interval in the lower middle 
Norian (lower Aulanian).

5. Groveton lake bed 9 – This locality (NMMNH L-9299) is in 
the ninth from bottom lake bed deposit near the base of the Groveton 
Member of the Bull Run Formation, Culpeper Basin, Virginia. It has 
yielded the lowest occurrence in the Culpeper Basin of Shipingia 
hebaozhaiensis.

6. Carriage Ford #2 – The Carriage Ford locality (NMMNH 
L-9294) has been discussed repeatedly in Kozur and Weems (2005, 
2007, 2010), and in the last of these papers Shipingia hebaozhaiensis 
was listed from this site based on the large size of some of the specimens 
(up to 8 mm in length). The stratigraphic position of the locality thus 
is upper middle Norian (upper Alaunian) and is at, or near, the base of 
the Shipingia hebaozhaiensis zone. Interestingly, some but not all of the 
male specimens have a length-to-height ratio of about 2:1, which is the 
typical ratio found in the species S. mcdonaldi (contrast Figs. 6A and 6B). 
Thus, the male specimens from this site seem to be transitional between 
typical S. mcdonaldi and typical S. hebaozhaiensis. Since the discovery 
of this east-west trending roadside outcrop, a homesite basement was 
dug beyond the crest of the hill above this outcrop about 300 feet (~ 100 
m) to the north. Better preserved material from this same lake sequence 
was found there, including a number of specimens of small Euestheria 
that are indistinguishable from E. minuta and E. winterpockensis (Fig. 
6C-F). It seems likely, after study of the new material, that the “large 
Euestheria” previously reported from this site were instead poorly 
preserved posteroventral fragments of S. hebaozhaiensis or fragments 
of unionid bivalves. All unequivocal Euestheria from this site are small 
forms less than 3.5 mm long.

7. Between lake beds 31 and 32 – The conchostracan fauna from 
this locality (NMMNH L-9300) is in a red lacustrine interval found 
between gray lake beds 31 and 32 in the middle of the Groveton Member 
of the Bull Run Formation near the northern border of Manassas 
Battlefield Park. The fauna is within the upper part of the Shipingia 
hebaozhaiensis zone (middle Norian, upper Alaunian), but in addition 
to S. hebaozhaiensis it contains a small species that is clearly referable 
to Gregoriusella (Fig. 8D). The preservation is poor, however, so it is 
impossible to tell if it is G. polonica or if it represents a predecessor 
species. Therefore it is designated only as Gregoriusella sp. This genus 
occurs stratigraphically as low as the lower Carnian (Cordevolian) 
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TABLE 2. Stratigraphic distribution of Redonda Formation 
conchostracans found at the Wallace Ranch lake bed interval (Spielmann 
and Lucas, 2012). 

Horizon and 
collection #

Shipingia 
gerbachmanni

Redondestheria 
novomexicoensis

Gregoriusella 
polonica

Bed 4 
(NMMNH 

7738)

D A A

Bed 3 
(NMMNH 

7737)

D A R

Bed 2b 
(NMMNH 

7736)

R A D

Bed 2a 
(NMMNH 

7736)

D R R

Bed 1b 
(NMMNH 

3590)

D R A

Bed 1a 
(NMMNH 

3590)

R D A

A = not found, presumed absent
R = rare
D = dominant

FIGURE 5. Euestheria buravasi, Euestheria winterpockensis, Shipingia 
weemsi, and Shipingia mcdonaldi. A, Euestheria buravasi (NMMNH 
P-70310), River Road site, Cumnock Formation, Sanford Basin (North 
Carolina); B, Shipingia weemsi (NMMNH P-70297), Locality 1.3 of 
Gore (1989), Sanford Formation, Sanford Basin (North Carolina); C, 
Shipingia weemsi (NMMNH P-70298), paired valves, locality M-3 of 
Cornet (1977); D, Euestheria winterpockensis , (NMMNH P-70299) 
locality M-3 of Cornet (1977); E,F, Shipingia mcdonaldi (female 
and male) (NMMNH P-70303), lake bed 7, Groveton Member of 
the Bull Run Formation, Culpeper Basin (Virginia) ; G, Shipingia 
olseni (NMMNH P-70291), upper Heidlersburg Sandstone Member, 
Gettysburg Formation, Gettysburg Basin (Pennsylvania) . Scale bar = 
1 mm.

member in the lower Norian (Lacian).
14. Locality M-3 of Cornet – This locality (Cornet, 1977, p. 363) 

belongs in the Perkasie Member of the Passaic Formation (Drake et 
al., 1961). Its fauna (NMMNH L-9295) is dominated by Shipingia 
weemsi (Fig. 5C) but also contains occasional specimens of Euestheria 
winterpockensis (Fig. 5D). The presence of S. weemsi places the 
Perkasie Member in the lower Norian (Lacian).

15. 1800 ft south of Steward Mountain Road – This locality 
(NMMNH L-9304), along the shoreline south of the eastern terminus 
of Steward Mountain Road, is from a lake bed estimated to lie about 
350 m above the base of the Blomidon Formation, Fundy Basin, Nova 

FIGURE 6. Shipingia hebaozhaiensis, Euestheria minuta, and E. 
winterpockensis from the Groveton Member of the Bull Run Formation, 
Culpeper Basin (Virginia). A,B, Shipingia hebaozhaiensis (males) 
(NMMNH P-70285 and NMMNH P-70286) , Carriage Ford site; C, D, 
two specimens of Euestheria minuta (NMMNH P-70287 and NMMNH 
P-70288), Carriage Ford site; and E, Euestheria winterpockensis 
(NMMNH P-70289) , Carriage Ford site. Scale bar = 1 mm.

FIGURE 7. Wannerestheria kozuri (new species) from the Arcola site 
in the Groveton Member of the Bull Run Formation, Culpeper Basin 
(Virginia). A1,A2, holotype specimen (NMMNH P-70293) and detail 
of microsculpture; B1,B2, paratype specimen (NMMNH P-70309) 
and detail of microsculpture; C1,C2, paratype specimen (NMMNH 
P-70308) and detail of microsculpture. Scale bar = 1 mm.
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FIGURE 8. Redondestheria grovetonensis, Shipingia weemsi, Shipingia 
olseni, and Euestheria minuta. A,B, two specimens of Redondestheria 
grovetonensis (NMMNH P-70290) from the Pumping Station Road site, 
Plum Run Member, Gettysburg Formation (Pennsylania), arrow marks 
concavity; C, Shipingia weemsi (USNM 608269) (male) from Member 
LM, Passaic Formation, Newark Basin (New Jersey); D, Gregoriusella 
sp. (NMMNH P-70292) from between lake beds 31 and 32, Groveton 
Member, Bull Run Formation (Virginia); Scale bar = 1 mm.

STRATIGRAPHIC REVISION OF THE GETTYSBURG 
FORMATION (GETTYSBURG BASIN, PENNSYLVANIA AND 

MARYLAND)
When Stose and Bascom (1929) named and defined the 

Gettysburg Formation, they recognized that it could be divided into 
three stratigraphic intervals. The medial interval, which they named the 
Heidlersburg Sandstone Member, consists predominantly of red shale 
and sandstone interbedded with occasional greenish gray and black 
shales and harder gray to white sandstones. In the area mapped by 
Stose and Bascom (1929), this unit forms a prominent ridge within the 
Gettysburg Formation. Stose and Bascom did not propose names for 
the stratigraphic intervals below and above the Heidlersburg Sandstone 
Member, so we here propose formal names for them.

The interval below the Heidlersburg Sandstone Member we name 
the Plum Run Member (Fig. 12) for the stream of that name in the 
Hampton 7.5-minute quadrangle that lies entirely within the outcrop 
belt of this member. Characteristic outcrops of this unit are found 
along Conewago Creek south and southwest of Hampton. This member 
includes all Gettysburg Formation strata mapped by Stose and Bascom 
(1929) below the Heidlersburg Sandstone Member and above the New 
Oxford Formation. Northeast of the area mapped by Stose and Bascom 
(1929), along strike with the Plum Run Member, Stose and Jonas 

FIGURE 9. Acadiestheriella cameroni, Anyuanestheria lucasi, and 
Redondestheria grovetonensis. A, Anyuanestheria lucasi (NMMNH 
P-70295) and B, detail of microsculpture from 500 ft north of the eastern 
end of Steward Mountain Road, Blomidon Formation, Fundy Basin 
(Nova Scotia); C, Acadiestheriella cameroni (NMMNH P-70294) from 
500 ft north of the eastern end of Steward Mountain Road, Blomidon 
Formation, Fundy Basin (Nova Scotia); D, Gregoriusella polonica 
(NMMNH P-70301) from Wallace Ranch, Duke Ranch Member, 
Redonda Formation (New Mexico); E, Gregoriusella polonica (USNM 
608271) from the Bigoudine Formation, Argana Basin (Morocco); 
and F, Redondestheria grovetonensis (USNM 608270) from middle 
Blomidon site, Blomidon Formation, Fundy Basin (Nova Scotia), arrow 
marks concavity. Scale bar = 1 mm except for B.

Scotia. It contains a monospecific fauna of Shipingia hebaozhaiensis, 
which is characteristic of the upper middle Norian (upper Alaunian).

16. 500 ft north of Steward Mountain Road – This locality 
(NMMNH L-9305), along the shoreline north of the eastern terminus 
of Steward Mountain Road, is from a lake bed estimated to lie about 
500 m above the base of the Blomidon Formation, Fundy Basin, Nova 
Scotia. It contains a diverse fauna that includes Anyuanestheria lucasi 
(Fig. 9A-B), Acadiestheriella cameroni (Fig. 9C), and Shipingia 
hebaozhaiensis (Fig. 10A-B). This upper Alaunian locality has the 
lowest known occurrence of A. cameroni.

17. Middle Blomidon – This locality, discovered by Paul Olsen 
(Lamont-Doherty), is from a lake bed estimated to lie about 650 m 
above the base of the Blomidon Formation, Fundy Basin, Nova Scotia. 
The recovered conchostracan fauna (USNM 608270) includes both 
Redondestheria grovetonensis (Fig. 9F) and Shipingia hebaozhaiensis. 
This locality has the highest occurrence of Shipingia hebaozhaiensis 
so far known from the Fundy Basin; it belongs in the upper Alaunian.

18. Wallace Ranch – Located southeast of Tucumcari, New 
Mexico, this locality includes four successive conchostracan-bearing 
lake bed sequences. Collections from each are, in stratigraphic order, 
NMMNH localities 3590, 7736, 7737, and 7738. This sequence is part 
of the Duke Ranch Member of the Redonda Formation. Collectively 
these lake beds include three conchostracan species: Redondestheria 
novomexicoensis (Fig. 11A), Shipingia gerbachmanni (Fig. 11C), 
and Gregoriusella polonica (Fig. 9D). This fauna is indicative 
of the uppermost Norian (upper Sevatian). Spielmann and Lucas 
(2012) resampled and re-evaluated the conchostracan stratigraphic 
succession from this locality and concluded that this succession differs 
considerably from that reported by Kozur and Weems (2010, 2011). A 
detailed reappraisal of this interval is given within the biostratigraphic 
discussion section below.

19. Morocco – This fauna (USNM 608271 and USNM 608272), 
found by Paul Olsen (Lamont-Doherty) in the Bigoudine Formation 
(basal T8), Argana Basin of Morocco, includes the conchostracan 
species Shipingia gerbachmanni (Fig. 10C) and Gregoriusella polonica 
(Fig. 9E). The co-occurrence of these two species is characteristic of 
the uppermost Norian (upper Sevatian).
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(1939) later mapped an area that they characterized as a thick lenticular 
zone of hard red pebbly arkosic sandstone and conglomerate and named 
it the Conewago Conglomerate Member. Glaeser (1963) restudied 
this area and concluded that the Conewago Conglomerate Member 
was not separable from typical Gettysburg lithologies. He therefore 
recommended discontinuing use of this name. The Plum Run Member 
consists predominantly of red shales and siltstones with occasional thin 
gray or black shale intervals interspersed throughout it. Its age ranges 
from latest Carnian (latest Tuvalian) through early middle Norian (early 
Alaunian) and its estimated thickness is about 7500 ft (2286 m). 

The interval above the Heidlersburg Sandstone Member we here 
name the Fairfield Member (Fig. 12). Its type area is northeast of the 
town of Fairfield, Adams County, Pennsylvania (39.788 N, 77.368 W). 
This member includes all Gettysburg Formation strata that lie above 
the Heidlersburg Sandstone Member as mapped by Stose and Bascom 
(1929) and below the Aspers Basalt of Weems and Olsen (1997). In 
some areas, it includes at its top coarse conglomerates composed of 
rounded cobbles and boulders of quartzite, sandstone, quartz, and some 
aporhyolite in a matrix of red sand; these were named the Arendtsville 
fanglomerate lentil by Stose and Bascom (1929). The Fairfield Member 
consists predominantly of red shales and siltstones with occasional thin 
gray or black shale intervals interspersed throughout it and, in its upper 
part along the western border fault of the Gettysburg Basin, lentils of 
fanglomerate. Its age is late Norian (early to middle Sevatian) and its 
thickness is estimated to be about 3200 ft (975 m). The intervening 
Heidlersburg Sandstone Member is about 4800 ft (1463) thick and 
is of early middle Norian (early Alaunian) to early late Norian (early 
Sevatian) age. 

BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC DISCUSSION
The existing Norian conchostracan zonation for North America 

consists of two different types of zones. The first type of zone is based 
on the first appearance datums (FADs) of species within the genus 
Shipingia. This genus, thought to be descended from some member of 
the Carnian genus Laxitextella, is common and widespread in Norian 
strata, is readily identified as to species, and its constituent species have 
first and last appearance datums that are better documented than those 
of any other Norian conchostracan lineage. In contrast, other zones 

FIGURE 10. Shipingia hebaozhaiensis and Shipingia gerbachmanni. 
A, Shipingia hebaozhaiensis (two males) (NMMNH P-70296) from 
500 ft north of the eastern end of Steward Mountain Road, Blomidon 
Formation, Fundy Basin (Nova Scotia); B, Shipingia hebaozhaiensis 
(female) (NMMNH P-70307) from 500 feet north of the eastern end 
of Steward Mountain Road, Blomidon Formation, Fundy Basin (Nova 
Scotia); and C, Redondestheria gerbachmanni (USNM 608272) from 
the Bigoudine Formation, Argana Basin (Morocco). Scale bar = 1 mm.

proposed within the Norian interval are acme zones characterized by 
species that seem to appear suddenly in the stratigraphic record, briefly 
are common, and then seemingly disappear. The inherent problem with 
acme zones is that it is necessary to distinguish environmentally created 
local acmes of particular species from regional acmes that have some 
meaningful biostratigraphic significance across a broad region. This 
can only be done by reference to well-studied Norian sections, and 
in North America the Newark Supergroup Shipingia lineages provide 
the most reliable yardstick available to correlate stratigraphic sections 
from one basin to another. Therefore, the revised Norian conchostran 
zonation for North America proposed here is based on the succession of 
Shipingia species. The earlier preliminary zonation, and its relationship 
to the revised zonation proposed here, is discussed as follows.

Lower Norian (Lacian Substage) Localities
Kozur and Weems (2010) divided the Lacian portion of the Norian 

into three zones that they named, in ascending order, the Palaeolimnadia 

FIGURE 11. Redondestheria novomexicoensis, Shipingia olseni, and 
Shipingia gerbachmanni from the Wallace Ranch site, Duke Ranch 
Member, Redonda Formation (New Mexico). A,B, Redondestheria 
novomexicoensis (NMMN P-70300), white calcitic shell material fills 
the concavity in the upper left corner of A, arrow marks concavity 
in upper right corner of B; and C, Shipingia gerbachmanni (NMMN 
P-70302). Scale bar = 1 mm.
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schwanbergensis zone, the Euestheria buravasi-Euestheria n. sp. zone, 
and the “small Shipingia-large Euestheria zone.” The highest zone was 
considered to begin in the Lacian and extend upward into the base of 
the Alaunian.

Recently, Kozur et al. (2013) described a new species, Shipingia 
weemsi, to include specimens of a species that previously had been 
erroneously identified as Palaeolimnadia schwanbergensis and 
thereby also erroneously became the namesake of the basal Norian 
conchostracan zone in the Newark Basin (Kozur and Weems, 2010). 
Kozur et al. (2013) expressed uncertainty as to whether the North 
American specimens were S. weemsi or a different but closely related 
species, because they observed that the European specimens were 
subtly different from the American specimens in overall morphology. 
We consider this distinction to be suspect, because this comparison was 
based on a very small sample from the Warford Member of the Passaic 
Formation and because the overall shape of the American specimens 
may well be somewhat altered due both to compaction and to pervasive, 
tectonically induced plastic distortion in the strata of the Newark Basin. 
Both populations occur in the same stratigraphic interval within what 
was then the same continent, so we feel that the burden of proof lies with 
showing a meaningful difference between these two populations, and 
that has not been established. For this reason, we consider the European 
population of S. weemsi and the very similar, age-equivalent eastern 
American material formerly but incorrectly assigned to Palaeolimnadia 
schwanbergensis to be conspecific.

A recent review of the conchostracan collections from two Lacian 
outcrops in the Sanford Basin in North Carolina (River Road site and 
Stop 1.3 of Gore site), reveals that both Shipingia weemsi and Euestheria 

buravasi are present at the upper locality (Fig. 5B-C). The lower, River 
Road site is laterally equivalent to the Triangle Brick Quarry site in the 
Durham Basin (immediately to the north of the Sanford Basin) and this 
is the locality from which the Euestheria buravasi-Euestheria n. sp. 
conchostracan zone was defined. Stop 1.3 of Gore (1989) is younger 
still. Shipingia weemsi so far has not been found at the Triangle Brick 
Quarry locality, but its occurrence both in latest Tuvalian strata below 
the Euestheria buravasi-Euestheria n. sp. zone and its occurrence in the 
lower Sanford Formation above the Triangle Brick locality indicates 
that S. weemsi was present before, during, and after the Euestheria 
buravasi-Euestheria n. sp. zone and that its absence from the Triangle 
Brick Quarry locality is likely due to a local paleoenvironmental bias 
against its presence. Therefore, although Kozur and Weems (2010) 
considered the E. buravasi-E. n.sp. zone to be above the Shipingia 
weemsi zone, these two putative zones represent only different 
environmental facies within a single stratigraphic interval that is here 
designated the Shipingia weemsi-Euestheria buravasi zone (Fig. 12). 
So far as known, this zone encompasses the entirety of the lower 
Norian (Lacian). Occurrences of S. weemsi are here reported from the 
Newark Basin, which place the upper limit of the Shipingia weemsi-
Euestheria buravasi zone at least as high as the Perkasie Member of 
the Passaic Formation. This is well above the older reported occurrence 
of this species in the Warford Member of the Passaic Formation. The 
occasional documentation of elongate forms that appear to be males 
of this species (Fig. 8C) suggests an evolutionary progression toward 
sexual dimorphism. In other characteristics, however, such as the 
maximum size of individuals and the number of growth rings, these 
specimens still fall within the definition of S. weemsi.

FIGURE 12. Correlation of Norian stratigraphic columns in the western United States and eastern North America. Conchostracan-bearing 
intervals are indicated by black circles; conchostracan interval in the Port Royal Formation of the Taylorsville Basin is below the Wannerestheria 
pennsylvanica Zone. Two important pollen date horizons reported by Litwin et al. (1991), marked by stars, indicate the lowest known occurrences 
of Norian pollen within intervals that so far have not produced useful conchostracan data. “SJC Mbr” is the San Jon Creek Member of the Redonda 
Formation.
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Middle Norian (Alaunian Substage) Localities 

Kozur and Weems (2010) placed the upper part of their “small 
Shipingia-large Euestheria zone,” the Shipingia mcdonaldi zone, and 
the Shipingia hebaozhaiensis zone in the Alaunian. Somewhat later they 
added an Anyuanestheria lucasi zone at the top of the Alaunian (Kozur 
and Weems, 2011). In this paper the Alaunian substage is considered to 
include only two conchostracan zones, the Shipingia mcdonaldi zone 
and the Shipingia hebaozhaiensis zone (Fig. 12).

Kozur and Weems (2010) included a “small Shipingia-large 
Euestheria zone” between the Lacian Shipingia weemsi-Euestheria 
buravasi zone and the lower Alaunian Shipingia mcdonaldi zone, based 
on specimens recovered from the Carriage Ford site in the Culpeper 
Basin. Recent restudy of the material from that site now indicates that 
the small Shipingia are only juveniles of Shipingia hebaozhaiensis, 
adults of which have since been identified at this locality (Kozur and 
Weems, 2010). This site is therefore at or near the base of the Shipingia 
hebaozhaiensis zone in the middle of the Alaunian and not below the 
Shipingia mcdonaldi zone at the base of the Alaunian, as previously 
thought. The specimens of Shipingia can be quite large (often 8 mm 
long), but some of the males are strikingly elongate and, except for 
size, look like S. mcdonaldi in overall morphology (Fig. 6A). Others, 
however, have more typical S. hebaozhaiensis proportions (Fig. 6B). 
Therefore, the male Shipingia specimens at the Carriage Ford site seem 
to be somewhat transitional between typical S. mcdonaldi morphology 
and typical S. hebaozhaiensis morphology.

The conchostracan fauna from the Carriage Ford site includes 
abundant small specimens of Euestheria that are indistinguishable 
from Euestheria minuta (Fig. 6C-D) and E. winterpockensis (Fig. 6E-
F). For this reason they are referred to those two taxa. In the past, Kozur 
and Weems (2005) considered these two species to range no higher 
in the Triassic column than the lower Carnian (lower Cordevolian) 
horizons of the Richmond and Taylorsville Basins, but the presence 
of these two species at the Carriage Ford site and also between lake 
beds 31 and 32 of the Groveton Member indicates that both species 
range much higher. It is noteworthy that, at the Carriage Ford locality, 
there are abundant unionid clams, abundant Darwinula ostracods, 
and abundant scattered semionotid and coelacanth fish scales, all of 
which indicate that a freshwater paleoenvironment existed at this 
site. No other conchostracan locality in the lower Culpeper basin has 
yielded such a diverse array of freshwater remains. Notably, this same 
diverse freshwater association characterizes the lower Cordevolian 
deposits found in the Richmond and Taylorsville basins where E. 
winterpockensis and E. minuta are abundant. It seems highly likely 
that the water chemistry within the various Newark Supergroup basins 
greatly influenced which conchostracan taxa were able to survive in 
the basin lakes and which ones could not, and this environmental bias 
resulted in apparent disjunct stratigraphic ranges for at least some 
conchostracan species.

During the early Cordevolian, all Newark Supergroup lake 
deposits so far sampled reflect fully freshwater environments, but in 
the late Carnian (Tuvalian) and early Norian (Lacian) the lakes became 
increasingly alkaline and, in the middle and late Norian (Alaunian 
and Sevatian), lake deposits were thin and formed in alkaline playa-
flat environments. The unusually diverse freshwater fauna found at 
the Carriage Ford site therefore represents an exceptional freshwater 
depositional environment that is rarely found within the Newark 
Supergroup basins above the lower Carnian strata. For this reason, 
the exceptional occurrence of E. winterpockensis and E. minuta at the 
Carriage Ford site probably reflects the sensitivity of these two species 
to the alkaline lake environments that typically prevailed in the upper 
Carnian and Norian Newark Supergroup lacustrine environments. 
Apparently they continued to live in freshwater environments away 
from the basin depocenters, at least into the middle Norian, and did not 
go extinct by the late Carnian as was previously assumed. Therefore, the 
occurrence of these two species at a single locality within the Culpeper 
Basin is here regarded as only a local paleoenvironmental anomaly and 
the “small Shipingia-large Euestheria zone” needs to be abandoned for 
lack of corroborative evidence that it has regional significance.

The cyclic sedimentation that characterizes the Groveton Member 
of the Bull Run Formation is most obvious in the succession of about 
60 prominent gray lake-bed sets that occur in this unit from bottom 
to top. The lowest eight of these lake beds lie below the lowest 
occurrence of Shipingia hebaozhaiensis. Of these, only the seventh 
has yielded a conchostracan fauna and it consists entirely of Shipingia 
mcdonaldi (Fig. 5D). From this, it is surmised that this basal interval of 

the Groveton Member represents the highest portion of the Shipingia 
mcdonaldi zone. Lower horizons in the Culpeper Basin have not yielded 
any conchostracans, so the lower limit of the Shipingia mcdonaldi 
zone in that basin cannot be established at this time. This zone, so far 
unrecognized in the Newark Basin, must lie above the highest known 
occurrence of Shipingia weemsi in the Perkasie Member of the Passaic 
Formation. 

The Shipingia hebaozhaiensis zone is best constrained in the 
Culpeper Basin (Fig. 12); elsewhere it is not so well known. It occurs 
in the Fundy Basin in the lowest three conchostracan-bearing horizons 
of the Blomidon Formation below the lowest occurrence of Shipingia 
olseni (Fig. 12), so its upper boundary can be estimated there but not 
its lower boundary. This species also occurs in the southwestern United 
States at the Ghost Ranch locality in New Mexico as described in Kozur 
and Weems (2011).

An Anyuanestheria lucasi zone was defined from the Ghost 
Ranch locality in the lower Rock Point Formation in northern New 
Mexico. Its upper boundary is at or very near the upper boundary of 
the Shipingia hebaozhaiensis zone, but no certain lower boundary was 
demonstrable. This is the youngest known species of Anyuanestheria in 
North America, so the presence of this species or any other species of 
Anyuanestheria in the Norian of North America indicates assignment of 
the surrounding strata to the Lacian or Alaunian substages but not to the 
Sevatian. In the absence of a demonstrable lower range for A. lucasi, 
there is no compelling evidence to demonstrate that this species can be 
used to define a conchostracan biozone by itself. The only other locality 
from which this species is known so far is at the Blomidon locality 
500 ft (152 m) north of the eastern end of Steward Mountain Road in 
the Fundy Basin. There, Anyuanestheria lucasi (Fig. 9A-B) co-occurs 
with Acadiestheriella cameroni (Fig. 9C) (its lowest documented 
locality) and Shipingia hebaozhaiensis (Fig. 10A-B). The occurrence 
of Anyuanestheria lucasi in the Fundy Basin was mentioned by Kozur 
and Weems (2011), but this was neither documented nor the specimens 
placed in a museum collection. Here we report that this material is now 
in the collections of the New Mexico Museum of Natural History and 
Science and assigned the number NMMNH P-70295.

Upper Norian (Sevatian Substage) Localities
Kozur and Weems (2010) divided the Sevatian portion of 

the Norian into two zones which they named the Redondestheria 
grovetonensis zone and the Shipingia olseni zone. Somewhat later, 
based on material from the Redonda Formation in northeastern New 
Mexico, they revised the upper part of this zonation to include above 
the Shipingia olseni zone a Redondestheria novomexicoensis zone, a 
Shipingia gerbachmanni zone, and a Gregoriusella polonica- Shipingia 
gerbachmanni zone (Kozur and Weems, 2011). Spielmann and Lucas 
(2012), based on additional collecting from the Duke Ranch Member at 
the Wallace Ranch, concluded that the part of this zonation established 
in the Redonda Formation was not valid (Fig. 13). Therefore the 
existing Sevatian zonation is revised in sequence below.

Kozur and Weems (2010) considered the lowest part of the 
Sevatian interval to be the range zone of Redondestheria grovetonensis. 
This species was known only from a limited interval and area within 
the Culpeper Basin when it was described and proposed as a biozone 
index species. Since then it has been widely recognized throughout 
the Culpeper Basin and also in the Gettysburg Basin (Fig. 8A-B) 
and Fundy Basin (Fig. 9F). This species most often has been found 
in the basal interval of the Shipingia olseni zone, but the discovery 
of R. grovetonensis at a locality in the Gettysburg Formation below 
the highest occurrence there of Shipingia mcdonaldi indicates that 
it is not a reliable index taxon. This conclusion is supported by the 
palynological work of Cornet (1977), who placed the top of his 
lower Passaic-Heidlersburg pollen zone in lake bed 10 or 11of the 
Groveton Member of the Bull Run Formation in the Culpeper Basin, 
which is only one or two lake beds above the lowest appearance of 
S. hebaozhaiensis. In the Gettysburg Basin he placed the top of this 
zone above the locality in the Heidlersburg Sandstone Member where 
S. mcdonaldi was found. Additionally, in Europe all known occurrences 
of S. mcdonaldi are below the FAD of S. hebaozhaiensis. Both sets 
of data support the conclusion that the top range of S. mcdonaldi is 
correct and that it is the lower range interval of R. grovetonensis that 
must be expanded. This is further supported by the rather transitional 
appearance of male carapaces of S. hebaozhaiensis at the Carriage 
Ford site (locality 6), which suggests that S. hebaozhaiensis evolved 
from S. mcdonaldi and in doing so displaced the latter species. As R. 
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grovetonensis now is known to have a much lower downward range 
than previously documented, this expanded downward range makes it 
no longer suitable for defining a Redondestheria grovetonensis zone 
within the lower part of the Shipingia olseni zone. Therefore, this 
biozone is here abandoned. This species almost certainly gave rise to 
the uppermost Norian species R. novomexicoensis and therefore must 
have thrived somewhere away from the known Norian depocenters 
throughout the late middle and early late Norian.

The report of Redondestheria grovetonensis from the Redonda 
Formation by Kozur and Weems (2011) cannot be verified (Spielmann 
and Lucas, 2012). No specimen of Redondestheria grovetonensis is in 
the NMMNH collections from the Redonda Formation, the material 
in the possession of R.E. Weems does not include any specimens of 
that species collected from New Mexico by H. W. Kozur, and more 
recent collecting in the Redonda Formation has failed to produce any 

specimens of this species. At present, R. grovetonensis remains endemic 
to eastern North America.

The Shipingia olseni zone, including the former Redondestheria 
grovetonensis subzone, encompasses the lower and middle Sevatian. 
This zone has been recognized in the Culpeper, Gettysburg, Newark, 
and Fundy basins and so should be expected at appropriate horizons 
throughout eastern North America. No lower or middle Sevatian 
outcrops in the southwestern United States have yielded conchostracans 
yet, so the presence or absence of this zone cannot be evaluated there 
until conchostracan-bearing horizons are found and sampled.

Spielmann and Lucas (2012) compiled a measured section of the 
Duke Ranch Member of the Redonda Formation based on exposures at 
the head of Revuelto Creek on the Wallace Ranch and documented the 
presence of four conchostracan-bearing intervals in this section (Fig. 
13). From their collections, they demonstrated that the zonation scheme 
proposed by Kozur and Weems (2011) is neither internally consistent 
nor persuasively useful as envisioned. Recent additional collections in 
these four intervals by R. E. Weems and W. C. Lewis produced six 
faunal collections containing a total of three conchostracan species 
(Figs. 9D, 11). The possible rare occurrence of Shipingia olseni at this 
locality suggested in Kozur and Weems (2011) could not be verified, so 
this species here is considered to be absent at this locality.

The distribution of species within each of these four intervals is 
summarized in Table 2 and Fig. 13. The lowest two lacustrine intervals 
each has a fauna that differs significantly between its bottom and top, 
while each of the upper two intervals has a similar fauna throughout. 
In the lower part of the lowest lake bed interval, Redondestheria 
novomexicoensis is abundant, Shipingia gerbachmanni is rare, and 
Gregoriusella polonica is absent. In the upper part of this same lacustrine 
interval, S. gerbachmanni is common, R. novomexicoensis is rare, and 
G. polonica is absent. In the lower part of the second lacustrine interval, 
S. gerbachmanni is dominant, and R. novomexicoensis and G. polonica 
are rare. In the upper part of this second lacustrine interval, G. polonica 
is dominant, S. gerbachmanni is rare, and R. novomexicoensis is absent. 
In the third interval, S. gerbachmanni is common, G. polonica is rare, 
and R. novomexicoensis is absent. In the fourth and highest interval, 
only S. gerbachmanni is present, and the other two species are absent. 
Clearly, the dynamics of the conchostracan populations throughout 
these four lacustrine units was more complex than initially assumed, 
with presences, absences, and dominance varying over time both within 
and between lake intervals.

As pointed out by Spielmann and Lucas (2012), Redondestheria 
novomexicoensis is found in abundance in the lower part of the bottom 
lake interval of this sequence, rarely in the upper part of the bottom 
lake interval, and rarely in the lower part of the second lake interval; 
it is absent above that. So far, this species is only known from this 
locality. The known range of this species, therefore, is very limited 
both regionally and stratigraphically. Equally important, G. polonica 
is not present in the lowest or highest lake beds at this locality, even 
though it occurs at even higher levels at many other localities in the 
lower Rhaetian of Europe (Kozur and Weems, 2010). Its absence in the 
uppermost lacustrine interval at Wallace Ranch therefore is certainly 
due to local environmental factors and not to this species going extinct 
before deposition of the highest lake bed. This suggests that the absence 
of G. polonica in the lowest lake bed also could be nothing more than a 
local environmentally controlled phenomenon.

These observations cast doubt on the validity of the three 
successive biozones proposed for this interval by Kozur and Weems 
(2011). While Redondestheria novomexicoensis might be restricted 
to the lower part of the upper Sevatian, its occurrence so far in only 
two successive lake beds at only one locality is far too limited a range 
both vertically and horizontally to propose it as a useful continent-
wide biozone index species (Spielmann and Lucas, 2012). Similarly, 
Shipingia gerbachmanni and Gregoriusella polonica may be found 
either separately or together in the various lake intervals of the Duke 
Ranch member due to local paleoenvironmental influences, and there 
is not a simple upward progression in which declining fortunes for 
S. gerbachmanni were offset by expanding fortunes for G. polonica. 
Indeed, in the highest lake bed S. gerbachmanni is the only species 
found and G. polonica is absent. A strong decline of S. gerbachmanni 
along with a correlative expansion of G. polonica may occur at the end 
of the Norian in Europe as described by Kozur and Weems (2011), but 
if so this happens at a stratigraphic level higher than any that yields 
conchostracans in the Duke Ranch Member. Therefore, the Duke Ranch 
Member conchostracan beds are somewhat too old to record the end-
Norian extinction event that is recorded in Europe.

FIGURE 13. Detailed section of the Duke Ranch Member of the 
Redonda Formation in an arroyo on the Wallace Ranch showing the 
location of the four known conchostracan-bearing lake beds within 
that interval and the stratigraphic distribution of the conchostracan 
taxa identified in this study (stratigraphy adapted from Spielmann and 
Lucas, 2012).
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From these observations we conclude that the four conchostracan-

bearing lacustrine beds exposed at the Wallace Ranch are part of only 
one consistently recognizable conchostracan zone, which we here 
designate as the Shipingia gerbachmanni zone. If R. novomexicoensis 
eventually proves to be extinct above the second lake bed interval or 
if the absence of G. polonica in the lowest lake bed eventually proves 
to be due to the actual first appearance of that species at the level of 
the second lake bed, these presences and absences might prove useful 
for defining subzones of the Shipingia gerbachmanni zone. For now, 
however, this is far from demonstrable, and a great deal more data from 
this and other localities will be needed to make a compelling case for 
any part of this hypothesis. Thus, the Redondestheria novomexicoensis 
zone and the Shipingia gerbachmanni-Gregoriusella polonica zones 
are abandoned here for lack of sufficient evidence to substantiate their 
utility. The evolution of the North American Norian conchostracan 
zonation from Kozur and Weems (2010, 2011) to present is summarized 
in Fig. 14.

It remains notable that neither S. gerbachmanni nor G. polonica 
have ever shown up in the Newark Supergroup, even though both 
species occur abundantly in uppermost Norian strata in Europe (Kozur 
and Weems, 2011). Conchostracans collected by Paul Olsen (Lamont-
Doherty) from the Bigoudine Formation in Morocco and provided to 
us for identification now document the presence and co-occurrence of 
S. gerbachmanni and G. polonica in northwest Africa. Therefore, the 
absence of both of these upper Norian-lower Rhaetian conchostracans 
in the Newark Supergroup continues to support the conclusion that a 
significant unconformity of 3-5 million years duration separates the 
Norian strata of the upper Chatham Group from the upper Rhaetian 
strata of the basal Meriden Group.

COMPARISON WITH POLLEN ZONATIONS AND 
LAND-VERTEBRATE FAUNAS

Cornet (1977, 1993) recognized two successive palynofloras 
between his upper Carnian New Oxford-Lockatong palynoflora and 
his upper Rhaetian-Hettangian Corollina meyeriana palynoflora: the 
Lower Passaic-Heidlersburg palynoflora and the Upper Balls Bluff-
Upper Passaic palynoflora. He argued that the higher Upper Balls Bluff-
Upper Passaic palynoflora was restricted to the Rhaetian stage, but its 
position immediately above the Shipingia mcdonaldi zone and below 
the late Norian-middle Rhaetian unconformity near or at the top of the 
Shipingia olseni zone now indicates that this palynozone encompasses 
the upper Alaunian and Sevatian substages of the Norian. Correlatively, 
the underlying Lower Passaic-Heidlersburg palynoflora encompasses 
the Lacian and lower Alaunian substages.

In the Upper Triassic section in the southwestern United States, 
Litwin et al. (1991) recognized an interval (Chinle pollen zone III) that 
is essentially the same as the Lower Passaic-Heidlersburg palynozone 
of Cornet. This zone is documented to extend down section almost to 
the base of the Painted Desert Member of the Petrified Forest Formation 
as currently defined (Fig. 12). The New Oxford-Lockatong palynozone, 
equivalent to Chinle pollen zones I and II, extends as high in that 
section as somewhere within the Blue Mesa Member of the Painted 
Desert Formation (Litwin et al., 1991), and corroborative Tuvalian 
conchostracans have been found in that unit (Kozur and Weems, 2010; 
Lucas et al., 2012). Therefore, the Carnian-Norian boundary must lie 
somewhere between these two levels. The intervening Sonsela Member 
has yielded neither pollen nor conchostracans, but its relatively coarse 
texture and its position above a probable unconformity suggests that it 
is part of the same depositional package as the Painted Desert Member 

FIGURE 14. Evolution of the Norian conchostracan zonation for North America.
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and so is inferred here to be part of the Norian depositional sequence. 
We thus place the Carnian-Norian boundary within the unconformity 
between the Blue Mesa and Sonsela members (Lucas et al., 2012).

In the Manassas Formation in the Culpeper Basin, far below the 
lowest known conchostracan-bearing horizon within that basin, an 
occurrence of pollen near the middle of the Poolesville Member of that 
unit places the Carnian-Norian boundary below this level (Litwin et al., 
1991). Earlier papers by Kozur and Weems (2005, 2007, 2010) assumed 
that the Reston and Tuscarora Creek conglomerate members below the 
Poolesville Member were as old as lower Carnian (lower Cordevolian), 
and that the Poolesville Member of the Manassas Formation was upper 
Carnian (Tuvalian). This conclusion was entirely inferential and is 
contradicted by the pollen data that shows the Poolesville Member of 
the Manassas Formation is entirely or almost entirely Norian. There 
is no compelling reason at present to speculate that any part of the 
Manassas Formation lies below the lower Norian.

Two land-vertebrate faunal stages (LVF’s) have been recognized 
and defined within the Norian and Rhaetian interval of the southwestern 
United States (e.g. Lucas, 2010; Spielmann and Lucas, 2012). Based 
on correlation with the conchostracan biozonation, the Revueltian LVF 
includes the Lacian and lower Alaunian subzones of the Norian stage 
(Fig. 12). The Apachean LVF above it includes the upper Alaunian, 
Sevatian, and Rhaetian. A tightly constrained correlation cannot be made 

yet between the Revueltian-Apachean boundary and the conchostracan 
zonation boundaries, but it probably lies at or close to the boundary 
between the Shipingia mcdonaldi and Shipingia hebaozhaiensis zones. 
This is remarkably close to the boundary between the lower Passaic-
Heidlersburg and upper Passaic-Bull Run pollen zones (Fig. 12) and 
suggests that a common strong paleoenvironmental perturbation caused 
all three groups to change complexion essentially at the same time. The 
only signficant event documented around this time was the 213-215 Ma 
Manicouagan and coeval impact events (Spray et al., 1998). Therefore 
these impacts are a candidate for the cause of the observed rapid mid-
Alaunian evolutionary changes.

The top of the Apachean LVF is much better constrained and lies 
at or very near the top of the Gregoriusella polonica zone. Because 
bones are so rare in the Norian section of the Newark Supergroup, 
correlation of these two Norian LVF zones with the Norian part of the 
eastern American Newark Supergroup is difficult. However, based on 
the conchostracan cross-correlations between the eastern and western 
United States (Fig. 12), it seems likely that reasonable proxies for the 
base of the Apachean stage may be at or near the lowest occurrence of the 
ichnospecies Kayentapus minor and Brachychirotherium hassfurtense. 
These two ichnotaxa appear near or at the highest occurrence of the 
ichnogenus Atreipus.

FIGURE 15. Comparison of the upper Carnian and Norian stratigraphic columns of the Culpeper, Gettysburg, Newark, and Fundy Basins. The 
Gettysburg and Newark basins were the major depocenters during the late Carnian, but in the Norian the Culpeper Basin was the major depocenter 
and the basins successively to its northeast were less actively subsiding. Culpeper Basin pollen locality is from Litwin et al. (1991), Hartford Basin 
pollen locality is from Cornet (1977), and Fundy Basin footprint locality is from Olsen (1989). The Wolfville Formation, Reston Conglomerate, 
and Tuscarora Creek Conglomerate are here considered to belong to the lower Lacian; these units have poor biostratigraphic control, so it remains 
possible that one or more of them belongs to the Tuvalian.
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TECTONOSTRATIGRAPHIC DISCUSSION

Comparison of the upper Carnian-Norian stratigraphic columns 
of the Fundy, Hartford, Newark, Gettysburg, and Culpeper basins 
(Fig. 15) shows that the upper Carnian depositional pattern in those 
basins was strikingly different from the Norian pattern. In the upper 
Carnian, significant subsidence and sediment accumulation can only 
be documented in the Newark and Gettysburg basins. In the Norian, 
however, a completely different pattern emerged in which the rate 
of subsidence increased southwestward so that the thinnest Norian 
sequence is in the Fundy Basin, basin strata thicken in the Hartford, 
Newark, and Gettysburg basins, and the Culpeper Basin has the thickest 
Norian section in the Newark Supergroup. These patterns clearly 
indicate that the tectonic fabric of the Newark Supergroup basins 
underwent a significant reorganization at the Carnian-Norian boundary, 
and that Tectonostratigraphic Interval III (e.g., fig. 10 in Olsen, 2011) 
actually encompasses two distinctly different tectonostratigraphic 
events.

No Triassic conchostracans are known from the fluvial New Haven 
Arkose of the Hartford Basin (Kozur and Weems, 2010), but Cornet 
(1977) demonstrated palynologically that, even near its base, the New 
Haven contains only Norian pollen. Therefore, the Hartford Basin, like 
the Culpeper Basin, apparently did not come into existence until at or 
near the beginning of the Norian tectonic reorganization of the Newark 
Supergroup and thus records the beginning of this event. It is possible 
that the upper Wolfville Formation in the Fundy Basin is Tuvalian in 
age, but at present there is no compelling reason to assume this and so 
it is tentatively assigned to the lower Norian (Fig. 15).

The Norian stratigraphic record of the Chinle Group in the 
southwestern United States (Fig. 12) records the presence of three 
local to regional unconformities. The oldest unconformity straddles 
the Carnian-Norian boundary, the middle unconformity lies below the 
Rock Point and Redonda formations within the Alaunian substage, 
and the third more local unconformity lies at the base of the San Jon 
Creek Member of the Redonda Formation at about the level of the 

base of the Norian-Rhaetian unconformity in the Newark Supergroup. 
The stratigraphic positions of the lower and upper unconformities 
in the southwestern United States suggest that there is a discernable 
correlation between these hiatuses and the two tectonic events that 
occurred in the Newark Supergroup at the beginning and the end of the 
Norian stage. Thus, at least part of the uplift and subsidence history of 
the Colorado Plateau Triassic coastal plain sequence apparently was 
controlled by some of the same tectonic events that were controlling 
the patterns of Norian deposition in the Newark Supergroup basins far 
to the east of the Colorado Plateau.

CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary Norian conchostracan zonation for North America 

proposed by Kozur and Weems (2010, 2011) requires revision and 
updating based on new collections from both eastern North America 
and the southwestern United States. The revised zonation proposed 
here (Fig. 16) consists of five conchostracan biozones defined by the 
evolution and radiation of species included in the widespread and 
common latest Carnian through Norian genus Shipingia. These five 
zones also can be recognized in and around the Germanic basin (Kozur 
and Weems, 2010; Hauschke and Kozur, 2011), which allows a detailed 
correlation of the North American Norian conchostracan zones with 
the marine strata of the Germanic Basin and, through them, correlation 
with the globally recognized Norian stratigraphic sequence. Other 
zones preliminarily proposed by Kozur and Weems (2010, 2011) are 
abandoned for lack of strong supporting evidence for their validity. The 
proposed revised zonation consists in ascending stratigraphic order of 
the Shipingia weemsi-Euestheria buravasi zone (Lacian), the Shipingia 
mcdonaldi zone (lower Alaunian), the Shipingia hebaozhaiensis 
zone (upper Alaunian), the Shipingia olseni zone (lower and middle 
Sevatian) and the Shipingia gerbachmanni zone (upper Sevatian). The 
extinction of the entire Shipingia lineage at the end of the Norian marks 
a major conchostracan biostratigraphic event.

The fossil record of Norian conchostracans is far better 

FIGURE 16. Stratigraphic column showing the conchostracan zonation for the Norian stage of the Upper Triassic as shown in Kozur and Weems 
(2010) as updated here, with demonstrated ranges of the conchostracan species found in the Norian column.
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documented in the closed basin deposits of the Newark Supergroup 
of eastern North America than it is in the predominantly fluvial to 
floodplain deposits of the southwestern United States. Even so, 
with some supplementary data from the pollen record, a reasonably 
comprehensive stratigraphic subdivision of the Norian sequence into 
its constituent Lacian, Alaunian, and Sevatian substages can be made. 
Stratigraphic disruptions, presumably due to global tectonic changes, 
are recognizable at both the top and bottom of the Norian in both the 
eastern and western regions of North America.
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APPENDIX 1
SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY

Family Incertae Sedis
Genus Wannerestheria Kozuz and Weems, 2010

Type species: Wannerestheria pennsylvanica (Bock)
Wannerestheria kozuri n. sp. 

Fig. 7
Derivatio nominis. In honor of Heinz W. Kozur for his pioneering 

work on the conchostracan biostratigraphy of the continental Triassic, 
including the Newark Supergroup and the Colorado Plateau region.

Type material. Holotype is NMMNH P-70293, paratypes are 
NMMNH P-70308 and NMMNH P-70309.

Diagnosis. Medium-sized, sub-ovate carapace up to 4.5 mm long 
and 2.8 mm high, moderately convex. Dorsal margin moderately long 
and only slightly curved with rounded anterodorsal and posterodorsal 
corners. Anterior and posterior margins convex, nearly of the same 
height; ventral margin convex. Free umbonal area small, situated toward 
the anterodorsal end of the carapace. Up to twelve growth lines, widest 
posteroventrally but elsewhere rather uniform and strongly elevated 
at the contact between two adjacent growth lines. When the shell or 
external mold is preserved, contact between two adjacent growth lines 
possess small, densely-spaced roundish nodes: these may not be visible 
or only indistinctly visible when the shell is not preserved.

Occurrence. The upper portion of the Groveton Member of the 
Bull Run Formation in the Culpeper Basin, Virginia in the lower part of 
the Shipingia olseni zone.

Remarks. Differs from the only other described species in this 
genus, W. pennsylvanica, in that the free umbonal area is located more 
posteriorly from the anterodorsal corner, the anterior margin is more 
rounded, the carapace is relatively much deeper, there are two or three 
fewer growth lines, and the maximum size is slightly larger (see Fig. 
3). The rows of distinctive small, densely spaced, roundish nodes are 
notably similar in appearance and location to the nodes that characterize 
the Chinese Upper Cretaceous genus Calestherites Zhang and Chen, 
1976 (in Chang et al., 1976). 

APPENDIX 2
Guide to identifying the Norian conchostracans of North 

America. Although larger conchostracans existed at some other times 
in geologic history, Norian conchostracans are 13 mm or less in length. 
Shells larger than this most likely are unionid clams. Sometimes faunas 
capture conchostracan kills in which none of the specimens reached 
adult size. For this reason, care must be taken to be sure that fully adult 
specimens of a particular species are present in any particular sample. 
See Figures 3 and 4 for typical adult examples of each species that is 
known to occur within the Norian interval in North America.

1) If carapace is subround (length/height ratio less than 1.35) and 
if maximum length also is less than 3.5 mm, go to 2. If carapace is at 
least slightly elongate (length/height ratio greater than 1.35), go to 3.

2) If ca. 15 growth lines moderately widely spaced, Euestheria 
minuta. If ca. 30 growth lines closely spaced, Euestheria winterpockensis. 

3) If growth lines moderately wide in the inner part of the carapace 
and transition rapidly to much more narrowly spaced on the outer part 
of the carapace, Euestheria buravasi. If growth lines are evenly spaced 
go to 4.

4) If carapace has length/height ratio about 1.5, there are about 
15 growth lines and no microsculpture or nodes, Euestheria aff E. 
hausmanni. For others go to 5.
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5) If carapace is strongly convex and no more than 2.5 mm 

in length, with more than 16 growth lines and a fine pitting pattern 
present between growth lines, Gregoriusella polonica (or possibly a 
predecessor species of Gregoriusella). For others, go to 6.

6) If carapace is no more than 3 mm in length, with less than 10 
prominent widely spaced growth lines, Shipingia weemsi. For others, 
go to 7.

7) If the anterior end of the carapace is evenly curved, go to 9. If 
there is a distinct notch or shelf on the anterior border, go to 8.

8) If the carapace has a length/height ratio of about 1.85 and there 
are about 20-25 growth lines, microsculpture consisting of very fine 
reticulation in rows paralleling the growth lines, and an adult length of 
6-9 mm, Redondestheria grovetonensis. If the carapace has a length/
height ratio of about 1.55 and there are about 20-25 growth lines, 
microsculpture consisting of very fine reticulation in rows paralleling 
the growth lines, and an adult length of 9-13 mm, Redondestheria 
novomexicoensis.

9) If the carapace has distinct knobs, one per growth band, 
all aligned in rows radiating out from the umbo region like spokes, 
Acadiestheriella cameroni. For others go to 10.

10) If the growth lines have numerous small densely spaced 
roundish nodes along the inside margin of about 11 growth lines, 
Wannerestheria kozuri. If not go to 11.

11) If the space between growth lines has closely spaced parallel 
ridges aligned radially from the umbo area, Anyuanestheria lucasi. If 
not go to 12.

12) If there is a distinct sexual dimorphism and male specimens 
have a length/width ratio of 1.7 to 2.0, 10-12 growth lines, with only 
faint or no microsculpture and a maximum length no greater than 5.5 
mm, Shipingia mcdonaldi. For others go to 13.

13) If there is an indistinct sexual dimorphism and male specimens 
have a carapace length:height ratio of 1.3 to 1.5, 8-17 growth lines, with 
microsculpture consisting of very fine dense round to oval reticulation 
and an adult length of about 6 mm, Shipingia gerbachmanni. For others 
go to 14.

14) If there is a distinct sexual dimorphism and male specimens 
have a length:height ratio of about 1.5-1.7, 15-20 growth lines, with 
microsculpture consisting of very fine dense round to oval reticulation 
of irregular size and a maximum length of about 8 mm, Shipingia 
hebaozhaiensis. If there is a distinct sexual dimorphism and male 
specimens have a length:height ratio of about 1.5-1.7, 10-20 growth 
lines with a paralleling low sharp narrow ridge present inboard of each 
one, with microsculpture consisting of very fine dense round to oval 
reticulation arranged in distinctly linear patterns parallel or subparallel 
to the growth rings and an adult length of about 10 mm, Shipingia 
olseni.
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